
ABA report on recent amendments to Rules 7.1-7.5 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional 

Conduct. (Received by Justice McDonald on 10-31-18.) On 11-19-18, RC appointed a working 

group, chaired by Judge Sheridan, to study the matter. The Committee tabled the matter for the 

working group to refer it to the CBA, SWBC, SWGC, and the CTLA for comments. Judge Sheridan 

to provide status report and timeline at next RC meeting. Received comments from CBA 

Committee on Professional Ethics (Marcy Stovall). On 12-18-18, Judge Sheridan gave a status 

report that CBA expects rules may be revised in time for presenting at 2019 Judges' Annual Mtg. 

Received proposal from CBA on 2-8-19. On 2-11-19, RC referred to SWBC, SWGC, OCDC. 

Comments by 3-11-19. Tabled to March meeting. Comments received. 



Del Campo, Joseph 

To: 
	

Del Ciampo, Joseph 
Subject: 
	

FW: Proposal to amend Rules 7.1-7,5 of the Connecticut Rules of Professional Conduct 

Hello Joe. 
I have had an opportunity to review the package of materials outlining the proposed changes to rules 
7.1-7.5. I was hoping to have a conference with the attorneys in my office but it is been a very busy 
time with the grievance hearings being conducted the first two weeks of the month. I have had the 
opportunity to review the response of the statewide grievance committee and I can indicate that I 
concur with the position taken by that office. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Brian B. Staines 
Chief Disciplinary Counsel 
100 Washington Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
860-706-5058 phone 
860-706-5063 fax 

This e-mail and any attachments/links transmitted with it are for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may be protected by the attorney/client privilege, work product doctrine, 
or other confidentiality provision. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any review, disclosure, copying, dissemination, distribution, use or action taken 
in reliance on the contents of this communication is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please notify the 
sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this in error and delete this e-mail and 
any attachments/links from your system. Any inadvertent receipt or transmission shall not be 
a waiver of any privilege or work product protection. The Connecticut Judicial Branch does 
not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this communication which 
arise as a result of e-mail transmission, or for any viruses that may be 
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT 
JUDICIAL BRANCH 

STATEWIDE GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE 
Michael P. Bowler, Statewide Bar Counsel 

March 11, 2019 

Attorney Joseph Del Ciampo 
Counsel to the Rules Committee of the Superior Court 
100 Washington Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 

287 Main Street 
Second Floor — Suite Two 

East Hartford, CT 06118-1885 
(860) 568-5157 Fax (860) 568-4953 

Judicial Branch Website: www.jud.ct goy 

RE: Proposal by the CBA to Adopt Recent Amendments by the ABA to Rules 7.1 -7.5 of the 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct on the Agenda of the Rules Committee of the Superior 
Court 

Dear Attorney Del Ciampo: 

We write to report that the Statewide Grievance Committee (SGC) reviewed submissions 
made to the Rules Committee by the American Bar Association (ABA) and the Connecticut Bar 
Association (CBA) regarding the Rules of Professional Conduct on attorney advertising. Primarily, 
the Committee reviewed the January 30, 2019 submission to the Rules Committee by Attorney 
Marcy Stovall on behalf of the CBA, which addressed recent attorney advertising rule amendments 
made to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct by the ABA. The Rules Committee referred the 
ABA and CBA submissions to the SGC for comment on February 20, 2019. In order to expedite its 
review, the Committee focused on the CBA's submission and its redlined compilation of the 
proposed new rules should they be adopted. Attorney Stovall generously provided us with a 
paginated and line-numbered version of its redlined document (attached), which we refer to in this 
letter by line number, and sometimes call the "proposed new rules." 

Before outlining the SGC's comments to the proposed new rules, we note that the SGC 
agreed with three areas highlighted by the CBA in its January 30, 2019 proposal: 

I) To adopt the ABA amendment to the Model Rules allowing attorneys to give 
nominal gifts in appreciation of a referral. 

2) To retain the requirement currently found in Rule 7.3(c) that targeted solicitations 
should be labelled as advertising. 

3) To retain the requirement currently found in Rule 7.2(f), which provides that 
communications about contingent fees disclose if costs are collected. 



Regarding the balance of the submissions, the SGC generally noted that if the proposed new 
rules are adopted, then terminology used throughout Connecticut's existing advertising rules will need 
to be changed to conform to that of the proposed new rules. For example, the term "advertisement" 
will need to be changed to "communication" and "communication" to "solicitation" in relevant rules 
and commentaries. Also, because more of the language of the current advertising rules is relegated to 
the commentaries in the proposed new rules, the SGC recommended adopting a linear structure in the 
commentaries that tracks the pertinent rule and cites the relevant subsection of the rule in the 
commentary. For example, in the commentary to Rule 7.2, Section (c)(5) (266-271) appears before the 
commentary to section(c)(4) (319-332), which is not specifically labelled therein. 

Specifically, the Statewide Grievance Committee made the following comments and 
recommendations regarding the proposed new rules (references are to the line number of the CBA 
redline compilation attached). 

Rule 7.1: 

1) All of the changes are in the commentary. The SGC had no objection to the 
proposal providing that any statement that would lead a reasonable person to take 
action when none is required is misleading. (27-29). 

2) The SGC had no objection to substituting the term "communication" for the 
current "an advertisement" in the commentary. (31). 

3) The SGC had no objection to adding language that a lawyer's fees or services 
involving "an unsubstantiated claim" is also misleading. (35-36). 

4) New commentary language adds that conduct that violates Rule 8.4(3), 
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation is misconduct. (43-44). The current 
commentary only cites Rule 8.4(5), the prohibition against stating an ability to 
improperly influence government officials. (44-47). 

5) The SGC had no objection to adding language that specifically permits the 
use of a website address, social media username or comparable professional 
designation as a firm name provided it is not misleading. (53-61). 

6) The SGC noted that most of the language of current Connecticut Rule 7.5 and 
its commentary have been inserted into the new commentary of Rule 7 1 (49-72). 
Rule 7.5 is thereafter deleted. The SGC did not object to this modification except 
the proposal to remove the following language currently found in Rule 7.5(b): 
"identification of the lawyers in the office of the firm shall indicate the 
jurisdictional limitations on those not licensed to practice in the jurisdiction 
where the office is located." The SGC recommended that this language be added 
to the commentary to new Rule 7.1 at line 64. 

7) The SGC noted a typographical error in line 67 of the commentary in the 
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proposed new rules. The rule citation should be to 1.0(d) and not 1.0(c). 

Rule 7.2: 

1) The SGC agreed with the ABA regarding the title for the proposed new rule. 
The ABA proposed title is "Communications Concerning a Lawyer's Services: 
Specific Rules." The CBA proposed title is "Communications Concerning a 
Lawyer's Services: Specific Cases." (76-77). The SGC concluded that the ABA 
suggested title better describes the rule. 

2) The SGC did not object to the proposed change that would permit an attorney 
to advertise in "any media" from the current "public media." (81). 

3) The SGC recommended, along with the CBA, that Rule 7.2(b)(1) and (2) be 
retained. (83-90) The SGC recommended subsection (b)(1) be reworded to 
remove "an advertisement" and instead use "a communication regarding the 
lawyer's services" in both sentences. (at 83 and 85). 

4) The SGC did not object to the proposed changes to the general prohibition on 
recommending a lawyer's services currently found in subsection(c).(92-93) New 
language in subsection (c) adds "compensate" and "promise" along with the 
current term "give." Two new exceptions to the general prohibition in subsection 
(c) are added. One new exception allows referrals of clients to another lawyer or 
non-lawyer professional under an agreement that is not otherwise prohibited 
under the rules, is not exclusive, and the client is informed. (104-110) Proposed 
new commentary language provides guidance on proper disclosure to clients, 
(323-327). Another new exception permits "nominal gifts" (112-114), which are 
defined in the proposed new commentary as "not . . . more than a token item as 
might be given for holidays, or other ordinary social hospitality." The SGC was 
concerned that the definition in the commentary is inadequate to guide attorneys 
in this area, and remains highly subjective. The SGC recommended that the 
definition be buttressed, perhaps by including a reference to Connecticut General 
Statutes §1-79(p). 

5) The SGC recommended more deliberation before adopting the proposed 
changes found in subsection (d) of the proposed new rule regarding when a 
lawyer may state that they are certified as a specialist in a particular field of law. 
(116-124). The proposed new rule broadens the manner in which the claim can be 
made by allowing it if the certification is granted "by an organization that has 
been approved by an appropriate authority of the state or the District of Columbia 
or a U.S. Territory or that has been accredited by the American Bar Association." 
(119-121). Currently, under Rule 7.4A, only the Rules Committee of the 
Superior Court with the assistance of the Legal Specialization Screening 
Committee is authorized to approve certification processes, which would then 
allow attorneys to claim specialization. The proposed language in the new rule 
will expand the organizations or authority that can certify a lawyer as a specialist. 
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6) The proposed new commentary entitled, "Communications about Fields of 
Practice," provides that an attorney can state that they are a "specialist," that they 
practice a "specialty," or that they "specialize in" a particular filed of law based 
on the lawyer's experience, specialized training or education. (334-340). This 
language is incongruous with the proscription on use of these words found in 
current Rule 7.4A(a), a rule that would remain should the proposed new rules be 
adopted. This conflict would need to be reconciled. The current process provides 
for an objective evaluation and verification whether an attorney is truly a 
specialist, while the new rule provides a subjective standard. The broad 
implications of the proposed new rule should be given greater consideration 
before adoption. 

7) The SGC did not object to the language that would substitute 
"communication" for "advertisement" and require "contact information" be 
included with an attorney name. (126-128). The commentary to the proposed 
new rules defines "contact information" to include "a website address, a 
telephone number, an email address or a physical office location." (361-364). 

8) The SGC agreed with the CBA that language in Rule 7.2(f) and (g) be 
retained. (137-154). These provisions are not in the proposal submitted by the 
ABA. The language should be changed to "every communication" or "every 
communication about a lawyer's services." (137). In subsection (g) the terms 
"advertises" and "advertisement" should be changed to "communicates" and 
"communications" respectively. (at 149 and 152). 

9) The SGC did not object to removing subsection (h). (156-160). 

10) The SGC did not object to deleting Rule 7.2(i) and relocating some of those 
provisions to the commentary. (217-224). The Committee recommended that the 
provisions of 7.2(i) be moved into Practice Book §2-28A(b)(1). 

11) The SGC recommended that the language found in current Rule 7.2(j) be 
retained or inserted in the new commentary. (197-202). The language of Rule 
7.2(j) is specific to Connecticut and is a relatively recent modification. It permits 
attorneys to participate in internet matching services and exempts them from the 
Rule 7.2(d) requirement that an attorney name appear on advertisements. 
Matching services do not list participating attorneys' names until the attorney 
decides to participate or respond to an inquiry made by a consumer. Retaining 
this section allows attorneys to participate provided the matching service 
complies with the other Rules. The current rule also provides that the name of a 
lawyer must be provided if the lawyer referral service provides an exclusive 
referral to the lawyer for a particular practice area or geographical area. 

12) The SGC did not object to revising the commentary language and removing 
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the first and third paragraphs, which are policy statements. (206-215 and 226-
236). 

13) The SGC noted that in the commentary the current "Record of Advertising" 
will need to be changed to "Record of Communication." (241). 

14) In the CBA proposal, the word "qualified" is inserted in connection with 
lawyer referral services. (290). The SGC noted that there is no known authority 
in Connecticut that approves a "qualified lawyer referral service." The SGC did 
not object to new language in the commentary that permits participation in 
directory listings and group advertisements and the payment of intemet based 
leads, and lists the qualifications required before participating in such a service. 
(273-284). 

Rule 7.3: 

I) 	 The SGC did not object to the new definition of "solicitation" and its 
placement into the rule rather than the commentary. (370-373). The term 
"solicitation" is substituted for the term "communication" throughout the rule. 
(405-410). 

2) The SGC did not object to the newly proposed exceptions to person-to-person 
contact as they are similar to the current rule. (375-395). The SGC recommended, 
however, the retention of the language in current Rule 7.3(b)(1) that prohibits 
person-to-person solicitation with persons the lawyer should reasonably know are 
physically, emotionally or mentally unfit to receive them. The commentary to the 
proposed new rule prohibits person-to-person contact with individuals who may 
be especially vulnerable to coercion or duress, such as the elderly, the disabled or 
people who do not speak English. (564-570). The Committee concluded that this 
language was not sufficient and that the current language found in Rule 7.3(b)(1) 
should be retained. 

3) The terms "communication," "written communication" and "electronic 
communication" found in Rule 7.3(c)(3), (d) and (e) need to be changed to 
"solicitation." (at 409, 423 and 426). 

4) The SGC agreed with the CBA that language currently found in Rule 
7.3(b)(5) that restricts communication for forty days in personal injury and 
wrongful death matters should be retained. The forty day "cooling off" provision 
is not part of the ABA proposal. 

5) The SGC also agreed that the labeling of targeted communications with the 
term "advertising material," currently found in Rule 7.3(c) should be retained. 
The SGC noted that if the modifications to Rule 7.3 are adopted, then the proper 
citation to this subsection would be Rule 7.3(e), not (d) as indicated in the 
proposed new rule. (426). 
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6) The SGC had no objection to the new subsection (d) that provides that 
communications "authorized by law or ordered by a court or other tribunal" are 
permitted. (423-424). This language is presently found in the commentary to the 
current Rule 7.2 

7) The SGC did not object to the removal of current subsections (d) through (h), 
which dictate certain requirements for written communications such as 
envelopes, letter size and disclosure of referral information. (443-465). 

8) The SGC noted that in line 511 of the commentary the phrase "do not" is 
stated twice. 

9) The SGC did not object to new language in the commentary regarding 
participation in group or prepaid legal plans (572-583). 

Rules 7.4, 7.4A, 7.4a 7.4C: 

1) The SGC did not object to deleting Rule 7.4 and its commentary and 
subsuming them into the commentary to the new Rule 7.2. (334-345). 

2) Rules 7.4A, 7.4B and 7.4C are not found in the ABA Model Rules and are 
not addressed in the CBA's proposal. The Committee notes that these Rules 
provide what areas of practice a lawyer can be certified as a specialist and the 
procedure to qualify organizations to certify attorneys as specialists as overseen 
by the Legal Specialization Screening Committee. The Committee recommends 
that these rules remain unless the Rules Committee wishes to significantly change 
the authority of the Legal Specialization Screening Committee. 

Rule 7.5: 

1) 	 The SGC did not object to deleting Rule 7.5 and its commentary and 
subsuming most of it into the commentary to the new Rule 7.1. (49-72). 

We thank the Rules Committee for its consideration of the SGC's comments. Please let us 
know if you have any questions. 

Very truly yours, 

e  
Michael P. Bowler 
Statewide Bar Counsel 
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1 	 Changes to Connecticut Rules of Professional Conduct, Rules 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 

	

2 	 incorporating the August 2018 Changes to Rules 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 of the Model 

	

3 	 Rules of Professional Conduct 
4 

	

5 	 Sections in Bold indicate sections currently part of the Connecticut RPC but without a 
6 counterpart in the Model Rules (before or after the August 2018 amendments) and 
7 which are recommended to be retained. 
8 
9 

10 Rule 7.1. Communications Concerning a Lawyer's Services 
11 

	

12 	 A lawyer shall not make a false or misleading communication about the lawyer or 

	

13 	 the lawyer's services. A communication is false or misleading if it contains a material 
14 misrepresentation of fact or law, or omits a fact necessary to make the statement 

	

15 	 considered as a whole not materially misleading. 
16 
17 OFFICIAL COMMENTARY 
18 

	

19 	 This Rule governs all communications about a lawyer's services, including 
20 advertising-pennitte4-loy-R-u-le-7-2. Whatever means are used to make known a lawyer's 

	

21 	 services, statements about them must be truthful. Staternentsreven4f-literally  true -that 

	

22 	 are rnMisleading truthful statements are also-prohibited by this Rule. A truthful 

	

23 	 statement is misleading if it omits a fact necessary to make the lawyer's communication 

	

24 	 considered as a whole not materially misleading. A truthful statement is also misleading 

	

25 	 if therers-a substantial likelihood exits that it will lead a reasonable person to formulate 

	

26 	 a specific conclusion about the lawyer or the lawyer's services for which there is no 

	

27 	 reasonable factual foundation. _A truthful statement also  is misleadingif_presented in a 

	

28 	 way that leads  a reasonable_ person__ to believe the lawyer's communication  requires that 

	

29 	 person to take further action when,  in fact, no action is required . 

30 

	

31 	 An-advertisement  communication  that truthfully reports a lawyer's achievements 

	

32 	 on behalf of clients or former clients may be misleading if presented so as to lead a 

	

33 	 reasonable person to form an unjustified expectation that the same results could be 

	

34 	 obtained for other clients in similar matters without reference to the specific factual and 

	

35 	 legal circumstances of each client's case. Similarly, an unsubstantiated claim about a 

	

36 	 lawyer's or law firm's services or fees,  or an unsubstantiated comparison of the lawyer's 
37 services or fees with the-services-or-fees-those  of other lawyers or law  firms may be 

	

38 	 misleading if presented with such specificity as would lead a reasonable person to 

	

39 	 conclude that the comparison or claim can be substantiated. The inclusion of an 

	

40 	 appropriate disclaimer or qualifying language may preclude a finding that a statement is 

	

41 	 likely to create unjustified expectations or otherwise mislead the public. 
42 

	

43 	 It is professional misconduct  for  a lawyer  to engage in conduct involving 

	

44 	 dishonesty, fraud.  deceit  or misrepresentation. Rule 84j3)_,See also Rule 8.4 (5) for the 

	

45 	 prohibition against stating or implying an ability to improperly  influence irwoperly-a 



46 government agency or official or to achieve results by means that violate the Rules of 
47 Professional Conduct. 
48 
49 	 Firm names tletterhead and professional  designations are communications 
50 	 concerning a lawyer's services. A firm may be designated by the names of all or some 
51 	 of its current members, by the names of deceased or retired members where there has 
52 	 been a succession in the  firm's  identity or by a trade name if it is not false or misleading. 
53 	 A lawyer or law firm also may be designated by a distinctive website address, social 
54 	 media usemame or comparable professional designation that is not misleading. A law 
55 	 firm name or designation is misleading if it implies a connection with  a g_ovemment 
56 agency, with a deceased lawyer who was not a former member of the  firm, with  a 
57 	 lawyer not associated with the firm  or a predecessor firm. with a nonlawyer or with a  
58 	 public or charitable legal services  organization. If a firm uses a trade name that includes  
59 	 a geographical name such as "Springfield Legal Clinic: an express statement 
60 	 explaining that it is not a public legal aid organization may_be required to avoid a 
61 	 misleading implication. 
62 
63 	 A law  firm with offices in more than one jurisdiction may use the same name or 
64 	 other professional designation in each jurisdiction. 
65 
66 	 Lawyers may not imply_or hold themselves out as practicing together in one firm 
67 	 when they are not a firm, as  defined in Rule 1.0(c), because to do so would be false and 
68 	 misleading, 
69 
70 	 It  is misleading to use the name of a lawyer  holding a public office in the name of 
71 	 a law firm, or in communications on the law firm's behalf during any substantial period 
72 	 in which the lawyer is not actively and regularty_practicing with the firm.  
73 
74 
75 
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76 	 Rule 7.2: ActvertisingComniunication Concerning a Lawyer's Services: 
77 Specific Cases  
78 
79 	 (a) Subject-to-the -requirernents-set-forth-in-Hules-74-and-77-3, a A lawyer may 
80 aclvertisecommunicate information recording the lawyer's  services through written, 
81 	 4ecefderi-ornelectroniecommunication ringiuding-pubtic-arty_media. 
82 
83 	 (b)(1) A copy or recording of an advertisement or communication shall be 
84 kept for three years after its last dissemination along with a record of when and 
85 where it was used. An electronic advertisement or communication shall be copied 
86 once every three months on a compact disc or similar technology and kept for 
87 three years after its last dissemination. 
88 
89 	 (2) A lawyer shall comply with the mandatory filing requirement of Practice 
90 Book Section 2-28A. 
91 
92 	 (c) A lawyer shall not compensate,give or  promise  anything of value to a person 
93 for recommending the lawyer's services, except that a lawyer may: 
94 
95 	 (1) pay the reasonable cost of advertisements or communications permitted by 
96 	 this Rule; 
97 
98 	 (2) pay the usual charges of a not-for-profit or qualified lawyer referral service—A 
99 qualified-lawyer-referrat-service-tena lawyer-refefrakservioe-that-has-beeti-approved-by 

100 	 an-appropriate-regulatory-authority; 
101 
1102 	 (3) pay for a law practice in accordance with Rule 1.17. 
103 
104 	 (4)  refer clients to another lawyer or a nonlawyer professional_pursuant to  an 
105 	 agreement not otherwise prohibited under these Rules that provides  for the other  
106 	 person to refer clients or customers to the lawyer, if: 
107 
108 	 0) 	 the  reciprocal referral  agreement is not exclusivei and 
109 
110 	 (ii) 	 the  client is informed of the existence and nature  of the agreement and 
111 
112 	 (5) give nominal gifts  as an expression of appreciation that are neither intended 
113 	 nor reasonably expected to  be a form of compensation for recommending  a lawyer's  
114 	 services.  
115 
116 	 (d)  A lawyer shall not state or  irpply that a lawyer is certified as _a specialist in a 
117 	 particular field  of law unless: 
118 
119 	 the lawyer has been certified as a specialist12y  an organization that has 
1 20 	 been approved py an appropriate  authority of the state or the District  of Columbia or a 
121 	 U.S. Territory or that has  been accredited by_the American Bar As‘-ociation .  and 
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1 22 
1 23 	 (2) 	 the name of the certifying_ organization  is clearly identified in the  
1 24 	 communication.  
125 
26 	 (e4) Any advertisement-or--communication made underpursuant-to this Rule 
27 mustshal4  include the name and contact information  of at least one lawyer admitted in 

128 	 Connecticut responsible for its content. In the case of television advertisements, the 
129 name, address and telephone number of the lawyer admitted in Connecticut shall be 
130 	 displayed in bold print for fifteen seconds or the duration of the commercial, whichever 
131 	 is less, and shall be prominent enough to be readable. 
132 
33 	 (e)-Advertisements -on -the electronic-media-s ch-as te,levision-ancl-radie-may 

1 34 	 contain-the-same factual information-and-illustrations.as-permitte.d-in-advert sernents-i 
1 35 the-Oat-media, 
136 
137 	 (f) Every advertisement and written communication that contains 
138 information about the lawyer's fee, including those indicating that the charging of 
139 a fee is contingent on outcome, or that no fee will be charged in the absence of a 
140 recovery, or that the fee will be a percentage of the recovery, shall disclose 
141 whether and to what extent the client will be responsible for any court costs and 
142 expenses of litigation. The disclosure concerning court costs and expenses of 
143 litigation shall be in the same print size and type as the information regarding the 
144 lawyer's fee and, if broadcast, shall appear for the same duration as the 
145 information regarding the lawyer's fee. If the information regarding the fee is 
146 spoken, the disclosure concerning court costs and expenses of litigation shall 
147 also be spoken. 
148 
149 	 (g) A lawyer who advertises a specific fee or range of fees for a particular 
150 service shall honor the advertised fee or range of fees for at least ninety days 
151 	 unless the advertisement specifies a shorter period; provided that, for 
152 advertisements in the yellow pages of telephone directories or other media not 
153 published more frequently than annually, the advertised fee or range of fees shall 
154 be honored for no less than one year following publication. 
155 
1 56 	 (4)-14elawyersshall-dirootly-or-indirectly-pay-altar-pert-of-the-cost-of-an 
157 ativertisement-by-a-lawyer-notin-the-samefirm-unless-the-advertisement 
158 discloses-the-name-and-address-of the-nonadvertising-lawyer rand-whether-the 
1 59 advertising 	 lawyer-netay-refer-any-case-reeeived-throug-h-the-advertisemont-te-the 
160 nonaftverticifig-lawyer. 
161 
162 	 (i)-Thefollowing-information-in-advortisementc and-written 
163 GO mmunications-shall-be-presumecl-rrot-to-violate-the-provisions-of-Ruleal:. 
164 
165 	 (43-Subject-to-tho-requirements-of-Rule-73,the-nerne-of-thelawyer-orlaw 
66 firmrs-listing  of lawyers-associated-with-the-fifm,office-add-rescoo-and-telephene 

167 numb-ors,- office-and-telephone sorvice-hours i fax- numbers, vvebsiteand-email 
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68 	 addresses-anti-domain- na 	 --and-a-designation- such iisiiattorney" -or "law 

69 	 firm."  
70 
71 
72 	 iisting-of-cederal-courts-and-jurisifietions-where.-the- lawyer-is-licensed-to-practice, 
73 
74 	 (3)-Technical-and-professional-licenses-granted-by-the state-or-other 

75 	 recognized-lioensing-atithorities ,  
76 
77 	 (4)-Foreign-language-ability. 
78 
79 
80 	 the-requirements of-Rule-7,4i-or is-certified-pursuantto-Rule-7,4A. 

81 
82 	 (6)--P-repaid or-group-legal-seryie 	 '41-which-the-lawyer-poraipates, 

83 
84 	 (-7-)-Ac co pta nce-of reelit-o arc's= 
85 
86 	 (8) Fee-for-initiatconsultation-and-fee-schedule-. 

87 
88 	 (-9)-A-Aistingolthe-name-and-geograpliic-location-of a-lawyer-or-law-firon-as 
89 a sponsor-of a public-service-announcement or charitable reivic or community 

90 progr-am-or-event: 
91 
92 	 (10)-Nothing-in-tidsRule prohibits a lawyer-or-law-firm from permitting-the 

93 	 inolusion-in-thelaw-clireotories-intencied-primarily-for-Ilie-use-of-the-legal 
94 profession-of-suchi-inforrnation-as- has 	 traditionallybeen-inclucled-in-these 

95 publications, 
96 
97 	 (j) Notwillistancling the- provisions- of-subseetiori-(d-ka-lawyer and-service 

98 	 may-participate -in-an-internet-based-client to lawyer-inatching-seryice, provided 
99 the-seryice-otharwise-complies-with-the-Rules-of-Professianal-Coneluctrlf-the 
00 service provides an exclusive-referral-to-a lawyer-or-law-firin-for-a-partioular 

01 	 practice-area-in a particular geographical region r then-the-.service must comply 

02 with subsection-fol), 
203 
204 	 OFFICIAL COMMENTARY 
205 

06 about-and-oblareing-tegal-serviceslawyer-s 

07 	 should-be-allowed-to triake known their--servicies- not only-thro-ughireputation but also 

08 	 throug-h-organized-inforrnati011-CartipSigins-in-the-forrn-et-ather-fising:-Ativieftising 
r- 09 	 involves-an-active qtiestfo-cliettts,--contrarvito the-tradition-that-a-lawyer-should-I:KA 

10 	 seek-clientele:towever, the public's need to-licnow-aboul. legal services-can-be fulfilled 

11 	 in-part-through-advertising-i-4-hirs-need--i-spartioularty-acute-r-a-the-oase-ef-petsons-ef 

12 	 rnecierate-means-who-have-not-tinade-extensive use-of-tegat-serviccs.44e-intereF,t-in 

13 	 expanding public information about-legal-services-ought-to-prevail-ever-considerations 

(2)-Date-of-admission-to-the Connecticut-bar and any-other-bars anda 

(6)-Fielcls-of law-in which the lalaryer-prastices-or-is-designated i-subject to 
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14 	 of-tradittorm-Nevertheless, advertising-by-lawyers-entails-the-risk -practices-that-are 

	

15 	 misleacting-or-overreashing-. 
16 

	

17 	 This Rule permits public dissemination of information concerning a lawyer or law 
18 firm's name-or-firm-name, address, email address, website, and telephone number; the 

	

219 	 kinds of services the lawyer will undertake; the basis on which the lawyer's fees are 

	

220 	 determined, including prices for specific services and payment and credit arrangements; 

	

221 	 whether and to what extent the client will be responsible for any court costs and 

	

222 	 expenses of litigation; lawyer's foreign language ability; names of references and, with 

	

223 	 their consent, names of clients regularly represented; and other information that might 

	

224 	 invite the attention of those seeking legal assistance. 
225 

	

26 	 Questions-of effectiveness-and-tasletn-advertising-are-matters of speculation 
27 and-SUbjective-judgment-Sorne-itirisdictionerhave-had-e-xtensive-pRitlibitiOAsapinst 

	

28 	 televistpmad-verHying-and.other-forins-ofve-r-tising,againsted-ver-Lising-going-beyond 

	

29 	 specifiectfacts-about-a•lawyen-or-against±undignifiedr-advertisingy-Television i -the 
30 Intemetrand-other-femts-of-eleetronic comrntlflicatiarkare-now-among-the-most-pOWSOUi 

	

31 	 inedia-fer-gettingAnformation-to-the-pubticT-part-isularly-pc-:rsons-of-low-and-meGterate 

	

32 	 income:,-prohibiting-television ;- I nternet,-and etherorms-of-electronicradvectising, 
33 thereforewoutd-impede-the-flevv-of-infarmation-about-legal-services-to-many-secters of 

	

34 	 the-public. Lirnitirtg-the-infarmation-that-may-ne-ael-vertised-bas-a-similar-effeet-antti 

	

35 	 assumes 	 Mat-the-bar-cart accurately-forecast-the-kind-of-information that-the-public 
36 would-regard-as-relevant- 
37 

	

38 	 Neither-this-Rule-no-r-Rule-7,3-pre)hibits-communications-authorized-by-law Tsuch 

	

39 	 as notice-to 	 members--of-a--eIas&  in class-action-litigation- 
240 

	

241 	 Record of Advertising. Subsection (b) requires that a record of the content 
242 and use of advertising be kept in order to facilitate enforcement of this Rule. It 
243 does not require that advertising be subject to review prior to dissemination. 
244 Such a requirement would be burdensome and expensive relative to its possible 
245 benefits, and may be of doubtful constitutionality. 
246 

	

247 	 Paying Others to Recommend a Lawyer. Except as permitted under 

	

1

48 	 subsection (c)(1) through (c)(35), lawyers are not permitted to pay others for 
49 recommending the lawyer's services-or--for--channeling-professional-work-in a-manner 
50 that--violates Rule 7.3, A communication contains a recommendation if it endorses or 

	

251 	 vouches for a lawyer's credentials, abilities, competence, character, or other 

	

t
52 	 professional qualities. Directory listings and group advertisements that list lawyers by 
53 practice area, without  more do not constitute impermissible "recommendations." 

254 

	

t55 	 Subsection (c)(1),-however, allows a lawyer to pay for advertising and 

	

256 	 communications permitted by this Rule, including the costs of print directory listings, on- 

	

257 	 line directory listings, newspaper advertisements, television and radio airtime, domain- 

	

258 	 name registrations, sponsorship fees, advertisements, Internet-based advertisements, 
259 and group advertising. A lawyer may compensate employees, agents and vendors who 
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260 	 are engaged to provide marketing or client development services, such as publicists, 

t61 	 public-relations personnel, business development staff, television and radio employees 
62 or spokespersons,  and website designers. See also Rule 5.3 (duties of lawyers and law 

263 	 firms with respect to the conduct of nonlawyers); Rule 8.4(a) (duty to avoid violating the 
264 Rules through the acts of another). 
265 

66 
	

Paragraph (p)151pormits lawyers to give nominal gifts as an expression of 
67 
	

appreciation to a person for recontrnendindthe lawyer's services or referring a  
68 
	

prospective client. The_gift may riot be more than a token item as mightIniven for 
69 
	

holidays or other ordinary social hospitality. A gift is prohibited if offered or given in  
70 
	

consideration of any promise,agreement or understanding that such a gift would be 
71 
	

forthcoming or that referrals would be made or encouraged in the future.  
72 

	

73 
	

A lawyer may pay others for generating client leads such as Internet-based 
74 client leads as long as the lead _generator does not recommend the lawyer any 

	

75 
	

payment to the lead generator is consistent with Rules 1 5(e) (division of fees) and 5.4 

	

76 
	

(professional independence of the lawyerLand the lead  generator's communications  

	

77 	 are consistent with Rule 7.1 (communications concerning a lawyer's services). To 

	

' 78 	 comply with  Rule 7.1 a lawyer must riot paya lead generator that states, implies or 

	

79 	 creates a reasonable impression that  it is recommending the lawyer, is making the  

	

80 	 referral withoutsayment from the lavvypr,or has analyzed . a  person's legal problems 

	

81 	 when determining which  lawyer should receive the referral. See Comment '2] (definition 

	

82 	 of "recommendation"). See also Rule 5.3  (duties of lawyers and law firms with respect to 

	

83 	 the  conduct of nonlawyersj; Rule 8.4(aBduly to avoid violating the Rules through the 

	

84 	 acts of another).  
85 

	

286 	 A lawyer may pay the usual charges of a legal service plan or a not-for-profit or 

	

287 	 qualified lawyer referral service. A legal service plan is a prepaid or group legal service 
288 plan or a similar delivery system that assists people who seek to secure legal 

	

289 	 representation. A lawyer referral service, on the other hand, is any organization that 

	

SO 	 holds itself out to the public as a lawyer referral service. SuohQualified  referral services 

	

291 	 are understood by the public to be consumer oriented organizations that provide 

	

292 	 unbiased referrals to lawyers with appropriate experience in the subject matter of the 

	

293 	 representation and afford other client protections, such as complaint procedures or 

	

294 	 malpractice insurance requirements. Consequently, this Rule only permits a lawyer to 

	

295 	 pay the usual charges of a not-for-profit or qualified lawyer referral service. A qualified 

	

296 	 lawyer referral service is one that is approved by an appropriate regulatory authority as 

	

297 	 affording adequate protections for the public. See, e.g., the American Bar Association's 
298 Model Supreme Court Rules Governing Lawyer Referral Services and Model Lawyer 

	

99 	 Referral and Information Service Quality Assurance Act (requiring-thatorgantz-ations 

	

00 	 that-are-identified-as-lawyer-referral services: IThpermit-the-participation-ef-all-tawyors 

	

01 	 who-are-lieensed-and-eligible-to-practice-in-the-jurisdiction-and-who-meet-reasonafale 

	

02 	 objective-eligibility-requirements-as-maybe-established-by-thareferrakservicafor-the 
03 pretestioR-ef-the-publici-lid-require-each-participatteg-lawyer to carry-reasonably 
04 adeduate-malpractice-insurance; Mil act-rea-sonably-to--assess-client-satisfactiortand 
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05 address-client cor-nplaints;andv}-do not make-referrals-to-lawyers-who-own,—operate-or 

	

06 	 are-exrptoyed-by tire-referral 	 ervice) 
307 

	

308 	 A lawyer who accepts assignments or referrals from a legal service plan or 

	

309 	 referrals from a lawyer referral service must act reasonably to assure that the activities 

	

310 	 of the plan or service are compatible with the lawyer's professional obligations. See 

	

311 	 Rule 5.3. Legal service plans and lawyer referral services may communicate with the 
312 public, but such communication must be in conformity with these Rules. Thus, 
313 advertising must not be false or misleading, as would be the case if the communications 

	

314 	 of a group advertising program or a group legal services plan would mislead the public 
315 to think that it was a lawyer referral service sponsored by a state agency or bar 

	

16 	 association. Ner--could--tl-re-lawyerz}flow4r-persen -teleplionic, dr---reat-time-eontacts4tiat 
17 would-violate-Rule-7-:3- 
18 

	

19 	 n lawecr ,,^Iso mpy ugcce tr rc_fc r cti c.nls to iWDrhg.r lawyer or a iboWlawyer 

	

20 	 professionalJm return for the undertaking of that p rson  to refer clients or customers to 

	

21 	 the_Iawyr.  Such  reciprocal_referralarrane_ments must not interfere with  the  lawyer's 

	

22 	 professional judgment as tq_making referrals or as  tonrovidinp_substantive  legal 

	

23 	 services. See Rules 2.1 and 5 4(c). Except  as provided in Rule 1.5(e) a lawyer  who 

	

24 	 receives referrals from a  lawyer or nonlawyerprofessional must notpa anythinq solely 

	

25 	 for the referral  but the lawyer does not violate  paragraph (b) of this Rule by aqreeinq to 

	

26 	 refer clients to the other lawyer or nonlawyer professional)  so lonq as the recprocal 

	

27 	 referral  agreement is not exclusive and the client is informed of the referral agreei7repL 

	

28 	 Conflicts  of interest created  by_such arrangements  are qoverned by Rule 1.7. 

	

29 	 Reciprocal referral agreements  should  not be of indefinite duration and should be 

	

:30 	 reviewed  periodically to determine whether  they comply with  these Rules. This Rule 

	

:31 	 does not restrict referrals or divisions of revenues or net income am_oq  lawyers within  

	

:32 	 firms comprised of multiple entities. 
:33 

	

:34 	 Communications about f=ields of Practice. Paragragli (a) of this Rule permits 

	

:35 	 a lawjer to communicate that the  lawyer does or  does not practice  in particular areas of 

	

:36 	 law. A lawyer  is generafypermitted to state that the lawyer "concentrates in" or is a 

	

:37 	 "specialist " practices a "speciallv," or "specializes in" particular fields based on the 

	

:38 	 lawyrr's_experien_ cc _specialjred training or P location, but  such  communications are 

	

:39 	 snblict to_the _false and mislcadrrrq". stand rd applr^d  rn.- Rule 7_1_to comrrrunications 

	

:40 	 concerninq a lawyer's services. 
:41 

	

:42 	 The PatFfnt and T radersrk Office has a long-established  ppucy  of designatioq 

	

:43 	 lawyers practicing, befpre_the Offrce_The - designation_ of Adrrriralty_practice also has a 

	

:44 	 long historical tradition associated with maritime commerce and the federal courts. A 

	

:45 	 lawyers  communicaUo_ns_about the sepractice areas are notsrohibited  by this Rule. 
:46 

	

.47 	 This Rule  perrnits a lawier  to state that the lawyer is certified as a specialist in a  

	

:48 	 field of law if such certification is granted by_an  organization approved by an appropriate 

	

:49 	 authoritvof  a state the District of Columbia or a U.S. Territory  or accredited by the 
:50 American Bar Association or another organ izadpp such_as a state supreme court or a 
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51 	 state bar association, that has been approved by the authority of the state the District  of 

	

52 	 Columbia ora  U.S. Territory to accredit organizations  that certifylawyers as specialists. 

	

53 	 Certification  signifies  that  an objective entity  has  recognized an advanced  degree of 

	

54 	 knowledge and experience  in the specialty  area greater than is  suggested by general 

	

55 	 licensure fp practice law. gertifyingorganizations may be expected to apply standards 

	

56 	 of experience knowledge and  proficiency to ensure that a lawyer's recognition as a 

	

57 	 specialist  is me,aningful and reliable.  To ensure that consumers can obtain access  to 

	

58 	 useful information about an organization granting  certification the name of the certifying  

	

59 	 organization must be included  in any communication regarding  the certification. 
360 

	

161 

	 Required Contact Information. This Rule requires that any communication  

	

62 	 about a  law_yer or law firm's services include the name of, and conlact information for t  

	

63 	 the  lawyer or law firm. Contact information includes a website address,  a telephone 

	

64 	 number,  an email  address or a physical office location.  
365 
366 
367 
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368 	 Rule 7.3. Solicitation of Clients 
369 

	

70 	 (a) "Solicitation" or  "solicit" denotes a communication initiated  by or on behalf  of a 

	

71 	 lawyer or law firm that is directed to a specific_person the lawyer knows or reasonably 

	

72 	 should know needs legal - services in a particular matter and that:offers to provide or 

	

73 	 reasonably can be understood as offering to provide, legal  services for that matter.  
374 

	

75 	 (b) A lawyer shall not solicit professional employment by  initiatte-pefsanal rlive 

	

76 	 teleptioneT-of--real-ticrie clectmeis_person-to-person contact_ 1-inGtu4ici4e-lemarketing 

	

77 	 contact,when a significant motive for the lawyer's doing so is the lawyer's or law firm's  
78 pecuniary gain-for•the-purpose-of-obtaining-protessional employment ,except-in-the 

	

79 	 follovving-cirsurnstances unless the contact is: 
380 

	

81 	 (1) With a lawyer or a_person who has If-the-target of-the-solicitation-is-a family, 

	

82 	 close personal or prior business or professional relationship with  the lawyerfriend, 

	

83 	 relative,-former-client-or-one-whom the lawyer-reasonably-believes-tabe-a-slient; 
384 

	

385 	 (2) Under the auspices of a public or charitable legal services organization; 
386 

	

387 	 (3) Under the auspices of a bona fide political, social, civic, fraternal, 
388 employee or trade organization whose purposes include but are not limited to 
389 providing or recommending legal services, if the legal services are related to the 
390 principal purposes of the organization; 
391 

	

92 	 (4) With  If-the-target-of-the-solicitation-is a person who routinely uses for business 
93 purposes the type  of legal services offered by the lawyer or with a business 

394 organization, a not-for-profit organization or governmental body and the lawyer 
395 seeks to provide services related to the organization. 
396 

	

97 	 (bp) A lawyer shall not etontact-or-send-a-wfitten or-electronic-communication-to 

	

98 	 any-person-forthe-purpose-of-obtaining-solicit professional employment even when not 

	

99 	 otherwise prohibited byparagraphiblif: 
400 

	

401 	 (1) The lawyer-knows or-reasonably-should-know-that-the-physical ;  
402 emotional-or-mental-state-of-the-person-makos-it-unlikely-thatthe-person-would 
403 exerctse-reasonablejudgment-in-ernploying-a-lawyer;- 
404 

	

405 	 (2)-The target of the solicitation has It-has-beten-made known to the lawyer a 

	

406 	 desire not to be solicited bythat-the-person--does-notwant-to-receive-sueh 
407 communisations-frem the lawyer; 
408 

	

109 	 (32) The communicationsolicitation involves coercion, duress, fraud, 

	

410 	 overreaching, harassment, intimidation or undue influence; 
411 
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412 	 (4) The-vvritten-communication-concerns-a specific matter-and the-lawyer 
13 knows-or-reasonably-should-know-that-the-person to vvhom-the-commu-nisation-is 

414 directed-is-represented-by-a-lawyer-in The-matter' or 
415 

	

316 	 (53) The written or electronic communication concerns an action for 
417 personal injury or wrongful death or otherwise relates to an accident or disaster 
418 involving the person to whom the communication is addressed or a relative of 
419 that person, unless the accident or disaster occurred more than forty days prior 
20 to the mailing of the communication ipr the recipient is a person or entity within the 

	

21 	 scope of subsection (b) of this Rule. 
22 

	

23 	 (d)This Rule does not prohibit communications authorized by law or ordered by  

	

24 	 a court or other tribunal.  
425 

	

426 	 (et)) Every written communication, as well as any communication by audio 
427 or video recording, or other electronic means, used by a lawyer for the purpose of 
428 obtaining professional employment from anyone known to be in need of legal 
429 services in a particular matter, must be clearly and prominently labeled 
430 "Advertising Material" in red ink on the first page of any written communication 

	

431 	 and the lower left corner of the outside envelope or container, if any, and at the 
432 beginning and ending of any communication by audio or video recording or other 
433 electronic means. If the written communication is in the form of a self-mailing 
434 brochure or pamphlet, the label "Advertising Material" in red ink shall appear on 
435 the address panel of the brochure or pamphlet ComrnunicationsBroshures 
436 solicited by clients or any other person. or the recipient is a  person or entity 
437 within the scope of subsection  lb) of this Rule, the communication need not 
438 contain such marks. No reference shall be made in the communication to the 
439 communication having any kind of approval from the Connecticut bar. Such 
440 written communications shall be sent only by regular United States mail, not by 

	

441 	 registered mail or other forms of restricted delivery. 
442 

	

443 	 (d)-The-first  sentence-of-ady-written-som MU niestion-concorning-a-specific 

444 matter-shall-be-:-V-you-have already-retained-a-lawyerfor-thisatter yptease 

	

445 	 disregard this-letter,lt 
446 

	

447 	 (e)-A-written-com mun ication-seekingiernployment-in-a-spei.cific--matter-sh-all 

	

448 	 not-reyealion -the-envelope r  or on the-outside-of a-setf-mailing-brochure-or 

	

449 	 pamphlet,—tile-nature-of-the--legal-matter- 
450 

	

451 	 (4)-If-a-contract forrepresentation-is-mailed-with-the-cornmunication rthe top 
452 of-eash-page-of-the-contr-act-shalibernarkedaSample'Lin-bold-lotters-in-ired-ink-in 

	

453 	 a-type size-oneisize-larger-than-the-largest-type-usied-in-the-oontract- and-the 

	

454 	 vvords-tcno-NotSigniliin bold-letters-shall appear on the-client signature-line, 

455 

	

56 	 (g)-Writterrcommurlications-shalibe-on-letter-sized-paper-rather-than-legali- 
57 sized-paper and shall-not be made-to-resemble-legal-pleadings or-otheriegal 
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58 	 documents. This provision-does-not-preclude-the-rnailing-of-br chures-and 
59 pamphlets. 

460 
61 (b) If a lawyer-otherthan-thelawyer-whose-name-orsignature-appears-on 
62 the-communication-will-actually-handle-the-case-ormatter,or-if-the-case-ormatter 
63 wili-be-referred-to-another-lawyer-o-r-law-firm r-any-wr-itten-communicattan 

	

64 	 concerning-a-specific-matter-shall-include a statement-so-advising-the-target-of 

	

65 	 tho-colicitation, 
466 

	

4167 	 tie) Notwithstanding the prohibitions in this Rulesubsection-{a), a lawyer may 

	

468 	 participate with a prepaid or group legal service plan operated by an organization not 

t69 owned or directed by the lawyer which uses in-person-ortelephone-live person-to- 
70 person contact to solioitenroll memberships or sell subscriptions for the plan from 

	

471 	 persons who are not known to need legal services in a particular matter covered by the 

	

472 	 plan. 
473 

	

474 	 OFFICIAL COMMENTARY 
475 

76 A- sol isitation-is-a-ta meted- corn rnunication-iattiated ty-the-lawyer'- that-is-directeci 
77 to-a-spesificiper-son-and-that-offers-to-provideror can reasonably-beastoed-as 
78 offerin,g-to-pfovictle,tegat-servicesi-Inicoritrastra Paragraph  lbj_ prohibits  a lawyer from 

	

79 	 soliciting professional emploiment  by live person-to:person contact when a significant 

	

80 	 motive for the lawyer's doing so is the lawyer's  or the law firm's pecuniary  gain. A  

	

81 	 lawyer's communication istypic-ally-does not constitute-a solicitation if it is directed to the 

	

482 	 general public, such as through a billboard, an Internet banner advertisement, a website 

	

483 	 or a television commercial, or if it is in response to a request for information or is 
484 automatically generated in response to Intemetelectronic searches. 
485 

	

86 	 "Live person-to-person contact" means in-person face-to-face  live telephone  

	

87 	 and other real-time  visual or auditoryperson-to-person communications where the 

	

88 	 person is subject to a directwersonal encounter  without time for reflection. Such_person- 

	

89 	 to-person contact does not include  chat rooms, text messages or other written 

	

90 	 communications that recipients may  easily disregard.  A potential for overreachingexists 

	

91 	 when a lawyer, seeking pecuniary  _gain, solicits a_person known to be in need  of legal 

	

92 	 services. This  form of contact subtects a person  to the_private importuning  of the trained 

	

93 	 advocate in a direct interpersonal encounter. The person who may already feel  

	

94 	 overwhelmed b_y_the circumstances  giving rise  to the need for legal services, may find it 

	

95 	 difficult to fully evaluate all available alternatives with reasoned judgment and  

	

96 	 appropriate  self-interest in the face of the lawyer's  presence  and insistence upon  an 

	

97 	 immediate  response.  The situation is fraught with the_possibility  of undue influence,, 

	

98 	 intimidation, and over-reaching  .linre.stricted-solisitation4nvolves-deftnite-social-harrns, 

	

99 	 Among-these-are-harassmentl-overreaehins-provecation-of-nuisance-litigation-ancl 

	

00 	 schemes-for-systematio-fabrication-of claimaTall-ol-which-were-experienced-prior-to 

	

01 	 adoption-of  restrietiens-on solicitation:-Measures-reasanably-designed-te-suppress 
02 these harm-s-are-conotituttonatHegrtimaterat  the same-firne-,-measures-going-beyond 
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03 	 realization-of-such-objectives-would-appear-te-be-invatid- under-relevant- decisions-of-the 
04 United-States-Sup-reme-Cou-rt: 

505 
06 

	

09 	 information-to-thosewho-may-be-in-need-of-services. In particular, 

	

07 	 or-real-time-eleetranissolisitatlonlive_person-torperson contact  justifies itstheir 

	

08 	 prohibition, partiWarty-since lawyers have alternative means of conveying necessary 

The potential for abuseoverreaching_inherent in direct-in-per-son-telephone 

510 communications can be mailed or transmitted by email or other electronic means that 

t
11 do not involve-real time-contact-and-do not violate other laws-governing-solicitations. 
12 These forms of communications and-solicitations-make it possible for the public to be 

513 informed about the need for legal services, and about the qualifications of available 

t
14 lawyers and law firms, without subjecting the public to live  person-to-persondtrect-in-
15 person,telephone-or-real-timeielectronic persuasion that may overwhelm a person's 

516 judgment. 
517 

	

18 	 The-uss of-general-advertising-and-written rrecorded-ancl-electrenic 
19 GOMM-Wn-iea tions-to-transmitinformat4on4Fern-lawyer-ta the-pubtiGT-r-athe Ethan-cti rest- IR- 
20 per-son,-tive-telephonerer-real-ti-rne-elestronie-contactrwilWelp to-ensure-that-the 

	

21 	 information-flows-cleanly-as-well-as-freely- 2r be-contents-otadvertisements-and 
22 oommunicatleas-permittecl-under-Rule-7-2-can-be-permanently-recoreled-so4Pat-they 
23 cannotbe-disputed-anel-may-be-sharechwith-other-s-who-know the-lawyer. This-potential 

	

24 	 for-informal- review-is-itself-likely-to -help-guard-a ga inst-statem ents-and- el a i ins-t h at-rpig ht 
25 sonstitute-faise-and-misteading-cornmuritcalions-Ein-viotation-of-Rule---7-4, The contents 

	

26 	 of live person-to-persondireet-in-person,tive-teleptme,or-real-time 	 elect-Fonts contact 

	

27 	 can be disputed and may are-not be subject to a third-party scrutiny. Consequently, they 
528 are much more likely to approach (and occasionally cross) the dividing line between 
529 accurate representations and those that are false and misleading. 
530 

	

031 	 There is far less likelihood that a lawyer would engage in overreachingabusive  
632 practices against a former client, or a person with whom the lawyer has a close 

	

533 	 personaLor family business or professional  relationship, or in situations in which the 

	

534 	 lawyer is motivated by considerations other than the lawyer's pecuniary gain. Nor is 
35 there a serious potential for overreachin_gabuse when the person contacted is a lawyer 

	

36 	 or is known to routinely use the type  of legal services involved for business purposes. 

	

37 	 Examples include  persons who routinely hire outside counsel  to represent the entity  

	

38 	 entrepreneurs who regularly engage  business  employment law or intellectual property 

	

39 	 lawyers .  small business proprietors who routinely hire lawyers for lease or contract 

	

40 	 issues and otherseople who routinely retain lawyers for business transactions  or 

	

41 	 formations.  -Gausequently-rthe-general-prohibition-inatte-7,3(a--and-therements 

	

42 	 of-Rule 	 7T3(c)-are-not-applicable-in-those-situationsv Paragraph (b)  -Alsch--nothing-ln-this 

	

43 	 Commentary is not intended to prohibit a lawyer from participating in constitutionally 

	

544 	 protected activities of public or charitable legal service organizations or bona fide 

	

545 	 political, social, civic, fraternal, employee or trade organizations whose purposes 

	

546 	 include providing or recommending legal services to their members or beneficiaries. 
547 
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48 	 In-determining-whether-,a-contaet-is-permissible-underaule7,3(b) ritis 
49 relevant-to-consider-th-time-ood-oircumstances-under-which-the-Gontaot-is 
50 initiateder-example,-a person- undergoing active-medical-treatment-for 

	

51 	 traurnatic-injury-is-unlikely-to-boin-an-emotional-state-in-which-reasonable 
52 judgment-about employing-a lawyer-can-boexercisedrMoreoverif-after-sondi ng-a 
53 letter-or-other-communication-to-a-member-of-thopublic-as-perinitted-by-Rule 7,2 
54 thelawyer-receives-no-response rany-furtheEeffort-to-comm IA nicate-with-the 
55 person-mayielate-the-provisions-of-Rule-7,3(b)- 

	

56 	 - 

	

57 	 The-requirement in-R le-7-.3(o)-that -certain- GOITIMUIlicati-ons be-marked 
58 lAdvertising-IVIaterial'=tioris-rtotappty-to-communications-sent-in-respense-te 

	

59 	 requests-of-potential-clients 	 or-theirspokesperson,s-or-sponsors,General 
60 announcements by-lawyers rincluding-changes-in -personnel-or-office-location,-do 
61 not-constitute-commorik:ations-solicitiog-professienal-employment-from-any 
62 person-lmown-to-be-in-need-of-legal-services-within-the-meaning-of-this-Rule. 
63 

	

64 	 A solicitation that contains false or misleading information within the meaning  of 

	

65 	 Rule 7.1  that involves coercion, duress or harassment within the meaning of Rule 7.3 
66 (s2),(12_),  or that involves contact with someone who has made known to the lawyer  a 

	

67 	 desire not to be solicited  by the lawyer within the meaning of Rule 7.3(c)(1) is  

	

68 	 prohibited. Liveperson-toperson contact of individuals who may be especially 

	

69 	 vulnerable to coercion or duress is ordinarily_not  appropriate for example, the elderly, 

	

70 	 those whose first language is  not English  or the disabled.  
571 

	

$72 	 This Rule isdoes not intended-to-prohibit a lawyer from contacting 

	

573 	 representatives of organizations or groups that may be interested in establishing a 

	

574 	 group or prepaid legal plan for their members, insureds, beneficiaries or other third 

	

575 	 parties for the purpose of informing such entities of the availability of and details 

	

576 	 concerning the plan or arrangement which the lawyer or lawyer's firm is willing to offer. 
577 This form of communication is not directed to people who are seeking legal services for 

	

578 	 themselves. Rather, it is usually addressed to an individual acting in a fiduciary capacity 
579 seeking a supplier of legal services for others who may, if they choose, become 

	

580 	 prospective clients of the lawyer. Under these circumstances, the activity which the 

	

581 	 lawyer undertakes in communicating with such representatives and the type of 

	

582 	 information transmitted to the individual are functionally similar to and serve the same • 
83 purpose as advertising permitted under Rule 7.2. Subsection-(4)-of-thisaule-would 

	

84 	 perm it-a n-attorney-to- participate--with- an-or-ganization-wh ich-uses-personal-contact-to 

	

85 	 sotieit-m-embers-for-its-g-roup-or--p-repaistieg-al--servi-ce-p-lanAarovicted-th-at-the-personat 

	

86 	 oontact-is-not-under-taken-lay-any-tawyer-whe-wouid-b-e-a-previder-of-1-e-g-al 	 services 
87 through-the-plan. 
88 

	

89 	 Communications authorized by  law  or ordered by  a court or tribunal include  a 

	

90 	 notice topotential members of a class in class action litigation.  
591 

	

$92 	 Subsection (ei) of this Rule permits a lawyer to participate with an organization 

	

593 	 that uses personal contact to solicit members for its group or prepaid legal service plan, 
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594 provided that the personal contact is not undertaken by any lawyer who would be a 
595 	 provider of legal services through the plan. The organization must not be owned by or 
596 directed (whether as manager or otherwise) by any lawyer or law firm that participates 
597 	 in the plan. For example, subsection (i) would not permit a lawyer to create an 
598 	 organization controlled directly or indirectly by the lawyer and use the organization for 
599 the in-person or telephone solicitation of legal employment of the lawyer through 
600 memberships in the plan or otherwise. The communication permitted by these 
601 	 organizations also must not be directed to a person known to need legal services in a 
602 	 particular matter, but is to be designed to inform potential plan members generally of 
603 	 another means of affordable legal services. Lawyers who participate in a legal service 
604 plan must reasonably ensure that the plan sponsors are in compliance with Rules 7.1, 
605 	 7.2 and 7.3(b). See-8,1(a)- 
306 
607 
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08 	 Rule-7,4.Cornm unication-of Fields of-P-ractice 
09 
10 	 (a)-A-layvyer may  eamaiunicatathe-fact-thaUbe4awyer-elees-eFelees net-pc :lake 
11 	 in-particular--fields-of--law: 
12 
13 	 op)  A-Iayyyar-adraitted-ta-engage-iapateatpfaatieabefare-the--Uafted-States 
14 	 P-atent-and-Tradernark-Officaraay-use-the ciesignation-'!Patent Attorney!L or--a 
15 	 substantia4ly-similaretesignation, 
16 
17 	 (c)-A-lawyer-engageci in admiralty-pradise-may-use-the-designation 'Aticaifalty, 2,  
18 	 12Fastar--1-n-Acinlifaltyrtar- a-substantially-similar designation, 
19 
20 	 (d) A-lawyer shall-nal-state-or-imply that-thelawyeF-is-a specialist in a particular 
21 	 field-of-law-except-as-p-rayided-herein-anci-in-Ruia-7-4A, 
22 
23 	 OFFICIAL COMMENTARY 
24 
25 	 This-Rule-parmits-a-lawyec-tainciicate4ields-of-practicain-comaTuaieatEans-about 
26 	 the-lawyer's-servioes, If a lawyer practices-onry-in-certain-fields T er-will-nat accept 
27 aiatter-s-except-i-a-sueli fia1467-thalawyef -is-parmitteci-so-ta-indisaterisrlawyeranay 
28 	 H-lfiEcate-that-the-lawyer--2-senceatrates-ia,L4seases-aaLor-that-the-practice -ia=llimited- tef  
29 	 pal -dot:liar-fields of practice-as long as the staternents are-not-false-or-misleading W-1 
30 violation-of-Rare-7-71,-1=leweyeirthe4awyer-may--not-use-the--terms-LspeaialistFGertifieci-,-" 
31 	 Lboarci-seFtified 2expertief-any-similar-variation)  unless-the--lawyer-has-been-certified-in 
32 accordance-with Rale-7-4A- 
33 
34 	 Recognition of-apacia[ization-ia-patentaTiatters-is-a-Fnatter-of-long-eatab4s4Red 
35 	 policy of-the-Fiateat and Traclernark-Offise-nesignatioa-af-admiralty-practice-has-a long 
36 	 histeriGal-traclition-assaGiated-with-maritiale-commefee-and-the federal-courts, 
37 
38 
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39 	 Rule -7;5. Firm-Names-and Letterheads 
40 
41 	 a)-A-lawyer shall-not-use 	 a firrn-nattierlelterhe,ad-or-other-professional 
42 	 designation-that-violates Rule 7,1- A trade-name-may-be-used-by-a-lawyer4n-private 
43 practioettit-does-not-imply-a-connection-with-a-goyernment-ageney-or-with-a-public-or 
44 	 chantable-legal-services-organization-and-ic-net-otherwise-M-yialc non-of-R-6H e-74, 
45 
46 	 (12)-A-iaw-firtn-with-offices-in-rnere-then-one-ju-risttiration may  use-the-same-name 
47 	 in-each-juricdiction, but-identification-of the-lawyers-in-an-office-of-the-firm-shall4ntficate 
48 	 theltif isclictionatt imitations- on-those-not-Iteensed-te-practice-in-the-jurisctiction-where-the 
49 	 office-is-located- 
50 
51 	 (c)-The-name-of-a lawyer-holding-a-public office-shall-not be-used in- the narne-of 
52 a-law-firtm-st-in-communications-on-its-behalfrd Uri ng-any--substantial-peried-in-which-the 
53 	 lawyer-is-not--actively-ancl-recttlarlylaracticing-with-the-firim 
54 
55 	 {-d)-Lawyer-s- may-state -or-illIply-that-they-practice in-a--partnership-or-other 
56 	 organization-only- when-that-is-the fad, 

OFFICIAL COMMENTARY- 

X 60 	 A-firm-may-be designated by the-narnes-of-all-or-sorne of its members i by the 
61 	 names cf-clesease,stmenibers-where-there nas-been-a-contirtuing-successiob-M-the 
62 	 firm!s tclentity-or- by- a -tvade -11@rne-such-as-thejak;G-Legal Glinicril-Although-the-United 
63 	 States-Supreme,-Court-has-held-that-legislation may prohibit-the-use-oftrade-narnes-in 
64 professional-prat-ticese-of-such-rtarnes-in -law practice 	 is-acceptable-se-leng-as-tt-ic 
65 not-raisleading:-If-a-priyate-firimuses-a-tratie-oame-that-includes a geographieakiame 
66 	 such-as-' 1Spr-ingfieid-Legal-Clinic,!2  an-express-disclaimer-that it is e-putalic-legal aid 
67 agency-may-be 4eguireci-to-ayoicl-a-misieeding-implicction-ray-be-olaseryeckthat-any 
68 firm-name-tneluding-tne-name-cf-a-deceased-partner-is 7 -strictly-speaking-ra-trade-nar-ney 
69 	 The- use-of-st-tch narnes-to designate4aw-firn -is has-proven ,a useful-means of 
70 identificationrldowever-,--This-misleacling-to-use4he-Rame-ef-a-lawyer-Ret-associated-with 
71 	 the-firm-er-a-preciecessor-of the firm, 
72 
73 	 With-regard to-subsection 4d),..lawyers-Shar-ingoffice-facilitiesbut-whe-are-net-in 
74 fact-partners7may-net4ienerninate-thernselves-as,for-example,±Smith-and -Jones," 	 for 
75 	 that-title-suggests partnetship in-the-practice-of-law- 
76 

677 
678 
679 
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